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FPGA architecture research is a very complex
undertaking to answer even the simplest questions.
An architect might be convinced that their new idea for purely unidirectional wires, or larger
logic blocks, or a new type of carry chain would significantly improve the area, power,
performance, or reliability of future devices, and is clearly “the right way to do it”. But, standing
between the aspiring researchers and their justified fame is the need for applications and tools to
test their ideas, as well as a host of architectural details that frankly aren’t part of their brilliant
idea. For tools, the development of Pathfinder [see McMurchie and Ebeling 1995]) and VPR
[see Betz and Rose, 1999] provide an efficient back-end for most mapping tasks.
However, for the architecture of the FPGA’s interconnect, one can’t simply ignore these issues.
We must pick the wirelength, connectivity, logic block structure, and innumerable other details
that aren’t what we want to focus on, but must still be determined. While unidirectional wires
might be a great idea, if we fully populate all the switchboxes and connection blocks, the
resulting area and capacitance increases will swamp the benefit of most improvements.
Alternatively, we could only 50% populate these units, but what if we connect the outputs of all
our logic blocks to the odd wires, and the inputs to the even ones? Now we have a completely
disconnected architecture that can’t compute anything at all.
The key to solving this problem was VPR’s architecture description language and architecture
generators described in this paper. Simply put, this paper focuses on the unglamorous task of
handling all the details of the routing architectures we don’t care about. How are the logic
blocks connected, and how do we make sure weird interactions between odd and even wires
don’t make our system unusable? How are the switchboxes organized? When we have long
wire segments traversing a fraction of the chip, how do we make sure the breaks are staggered in
a reasonable way? The research described in this paper, and embodied in the VPR toolsuite,
answered each of these problems for numerous FPGA architecture research tasks. As a result
they helped create a huge amount of architectural innovation by solving the portions that weren’t
the focus of the research, since they didn’t need to be – they made the researcher more
productive, and as a result helped move the entire field forward.
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